We are looking for YOU!

Have you always dreamt of a traineeship in one of the European Institutions?

Be part of an exciting, innovative team and actively participate in library project management?

Search no more....

The Documentation Centre’s mission is to support members and staff of the European Commitee of the Regions to have an impact in the EU policy area landscape.

Your tasks might include:

Research Project: Developing Collaborative Networks with ALMA

Participation in communication campaigns (lunch debates, testing and searching new information products and databases)

Customizing and improving PRIMO

Improve the Fulfillment in Alma and check the eventual bugs

Create tutorials in Primo: search in the Primo Discovery tool, request, cancel and renew a loan, etc.

Your profile:

You can work in both French and English
You have a passion for new technologies and their impact in libraries

Documentation Centre, Unit 1 Services to members and eCOR
Contact us with your CV, we would like to meet you!
Mihaela.Lafont@cor.europa.eu
Monica.Moldovan@cor.europa.eu